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Green Flowers
To Strengthen
Body-Earth
Alignment

Primary Indications:
* Builds strength, resilience and vitality in the body, through alignment with Earth’s life forces
* Provides grounding and stabilizing forces that protect from psychic dysfunction and immune distress in
high intensity urban and technological environments
* Facilitates harmonious and vitalizing connection with Earth substances and forces when used for
healing, gardening, artistic or professional pursuits
* Guides consciousness from “ego” to “eco” – so that ecological values move beyond abstract rules or
political formulas, toward a vibrant awareness of the Earth as a living being
* Motivates when feelings of discouragement, despair, or apathy threaten one’s -positive outlook and
active commitment to work for the healing and transformation of the Earth
* Increases appreciation of the Earth during travel, recreation or work by sensitizing awareness and
perception for micro and macro manifestations of life
* Cultivates connection for children who do not feel bonded with Nature due to excessive urbanization
and technological influences
* Fosters animal communication and connection – especially animals that may be suffering from urban
stress – can be used by both caretaker and animal

Positive qualities: Ability to integrate personal identity with a larger awareness of the Earth
as a living organism, deeper bonding with living processes, animals and plants, with the ability
to see their inter-relationships
Patterns of imbalance: Ego rather than eco consciousness; need for personal wealth, comfort
and convenience without awareness of larger consequences for the Earth and other sentient
beings; inability to imagine or relate to the Earth as a living organism; lack of integration and
harmony of personal lifestyle and larger planetary reality
All Flower Essence Formulas and Personalized Blends offered are herbal supplements and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure
or prevent any disease. These products and the statements made on this website have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). Text by Patricia Kaminski and Richard Katz, Photos of Essences by Richard Katz ©2009 Flower Essence
Services – used by permission, permission required for reuse.
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